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Abstract� The purpose of this paper is to describe an e�cient Boolean algebraic

algorithm that provides exact solution to the unreliability of a multi�phase mission system

where the con�gurations are described through fault trees� The algorithm extends and

improves the Boolean method originally proposed by Somani and Trivedi� By using the

Boolean algebraic method� we provide an e�cient modeling approach which avoids the

state space explosion and the mapping problems that are encountered by the Markov chain

approach� To calculate the exact solution of the phased�mission system with deterministic

phase durations� we introduce the sum of disjoint phase products �SDPP� formula� which

is a phased�extension of the sum of disjoint products �SDP� formula� Computationally�

the algorithm is quite e�cient because it calls an SDP generation algorithm in the early

stage of the SDPP computation� In this way� the phase products generated in the early
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stage of the SDPP formula are guaranteed to be disjoint� Consequently� the number

of the intermediate phase products is greatly reduced� In this paper� we also consider

the transient analysis of the phased�mission system� Special care is needed to account

for the possible latent failures at the mission phase change times� If there are more

stringent success criteria just after a mission phase change time� an unreliability jump

would occur at that time� Finally� the algorithm has been implemented in the software

package SHARPE� With SHARPE� the complexities of the phased�mission system is made

transparent to the potential users� The user can conveniently specify a phased�mission

model at a high level �through fault trees� and analyze the system quantitatively�

� Introduction

Acronym

CFC common failure combinations
DPC disjoint phase constituent
DPP disjoint phase product
MPCT mission phase change time
PFC phase failure combinations
PMS phased�mission system
SDP sum of disjoint products
SDPP sum of disjoint phase products

Notation

Cji the event that component Cj fails during a time period of duration Ti
PEi the event describing the failure combinations �a set of mincuts�

for phase i� � � i � p
Ti duration of phase i
UR unreliability
p total number of phases
pe index of the last phase for evaluation� � � pe � p
te evaluation time within phase pe� � � te � Tpe

	



Most reliability techniques and tools generally assume that the systems being analyzed

perform a single phased�mission� With the increased use of automation in industries such

as aerospace� chemical� communication networks� electronics� transportation and nuclear�

phased�mission system �PMS� analysis is being recognized as an appropriate reliability

analysis method for a large number of problems�� Many systems perform a mission which

can be divided into consecutive time periods �phases�� In each phase� the system needs

to accomplish a speci�c task� The system con�guration �the logic model�� the phase

duration� and the failure rates of the components often vary from phase to phase� We are

interested in �nding out the reliability
unreliability of the system either at the end of the

mission or at any moment within the mission period�

The existence of more than one phase in a phased�mission system leads to some com�

plexities which do not occur in a single phased�system� The problem arises because the

models of di�erent phases are dependent� The techniques used to re�ect this dependence

distinguish di�erent approaches��� employed for the analysis of PMS� For example� in the

Markov chain approach�� the dependence is re�ected by assigning the state probabilities

at the end of one phase as the initial state probabilities for the immediately following

phase� In the combinatorial approach�� the dependence can be accounted for by replacing

a component Cj in phase i with a series of s�independent components Cj��� Cj��� � � � � and

Cj�i� Then the reliability block diagrams �RBD� of di�erent phases are connected in series

to get the equivalent single phased�system� Although the original paper used RBDs� an

equivalent fault tree approach can be envisaged��

Both of the above approaches have advantages and drawbacks� The advantage of the

Markov chain approach is that it can re�ect the dynamic behavior such as transient fault

recovery� However� with the Markov approach� there is generally a state space explosion

problem� For a system composed of n components� we may need up to 	n states to

represent each phase� In addition� since con�gurations are generally di�erent from phase

to phase� special care is needed to map the up states from one phase to the up states in





the immediately following phase� The combinatorial approach is conceptually simple� but

its size grows with the number of phases� This is due to the need to represent the same

component many times�

In this paper� we propose an algorithm to determine the reliability of a PMS with

deterministic phase durations� The algorithm is based on a Boolean method originally

proposed by Somani and Trivedi�� �ST algorithm�� Our approach involves the solution of

multiple single�phased fault trees� This is actually a divide and conquer strategy which is

computationally more e�cient than the combinatorial approach that combines the fault

trees of all the phases into a single fault tree with repeated events� Our methodology also

avoids the problems �state space explosion and mapping� faced by the Markov approach�

In addition� the algorithm is general enough to apply to a wide range of problems� For

example� the algorithm can handle repeated components� dormant components or k�out�

of �n gates in some phases� These features are very important for the reliability analysis

of ultra�reliable systems� For convenience and clear reference� we refer to our algorithm

as the MT algorithm�

To calculate the unreliability of a PMS� we introduce the sum of disjoint phase products

�SDPP� formula� which is a phased�extension of the sum of disjoint products �SDP�

formula� The MT algorithm is based on the SDPP formula� We show that the original

ST algorithm is also based on SDPP� Consequently� the proof of correctness of the ST

algorithm follows as well�

To improve the computational e�ciency over the ST algorithm� the MT algorithm

calls an SDP generation algorithm in the early stage of the SDPP formula� In this way�

the phase products generated in the early stage of the SDPP computation are guaranteed

to be disjoint� As a result� the number of the intermediate phase products is greatly

reduced�

In KITT���� which is a computer program using the combinatorial approach for the

PMS analysis� when a component is dormant in a phase� it is handled as a hot spare� That
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is� under the constant failure rate assumption� the component failure rates are assumed

to be the same� whether the component is dormant or not� In a real system� the failure

rate of a dormant component is generally much less than the failure rate of an active

component� It is a well accepted practice to approximate the failure rate of a dormant

component to be zero� Therefore� in the MT algorithm� a dormant component in a phase

is regarded as a cold spare and its default failure rate is assumed to be zero�

The transient analysis of a PMS is also considered in this paper� Special attention

needs to be paid to possible latent failures at the mission phase change times �MPCT�� If

there are more stringent success criteria just after an MPCT� an unreliability jump would

occur at that time� Finally� the MT algorithm is implemented into the software package

SHARPE �Symbolic Hierarchical Automated Reliability and Performance Evaluator����

With SHARPE� we can automatically analyze the unreliability of a multi�phase mission

system� both at the end of the whole mission and at any time in between� Several examples

that illustrate the MT algorithm are provided�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section 	 presents some of the key

concepts that will be used in the MT algorithm� In Section � the SDPP formula is �rst

introduced� Then we describe and compare the ST and MT algorithms� A comparative

example is also given there� The transient analysis of the PMS is described in Section ��

The SHARPE implementation is introduced in Section �� In Section �� more examples

of the PMS analysis are given� Experimental results of MT as implemented in SHARPE

are reported� We conclude the paper in Section �� The Appendix shows some errors we

found in ref� � together with the corrections�
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� Preliminary concepts

��� Distribution functions with mass at origin

One of the key concepts we will use in the MT algorithm is the cumulative distribution

functions with a mass at the origin� Consider a random variable Cjp with cumulative

distribution function �CDF��� given by

FCjp�t� � ��� e��j�T�� � e��j�T� ��� e��j�T��

� � � �� e��j�T� e��j�T� � � � e��j�p���T�p��� ��� e��jpt�� ���

where �ji is the failure rate for component Cj in Phase i� Ti is the phase duration for

phase i� t � ��� Tp� and � � i � p� The time origin for each phase is reinitialized to

zero at the start of the phase� The above function has a mass at the origin given by

FCjp��� � ��e�
Pp��

i�� �jiTi � The last term of CDF ��� represents the continuous part of the

distribution function� After simpli�cation� CDF ��� turns out to be�

FCjp�t� � �� �e�
Pp��

i�� �jiTi �e��jpt� �	�

In order to illustrate the use of such a CDF� consider a PMS that has just completed the

�rst �p��� phases and is currently in the pth phase� The above CDF can be assigned as the

time to failure distribution function of component Cj in the p
th phase� Recall that FCjp�t�

is the probability that component Cj fails at a time point � � where � � � � t �
Pp��

i�� Ti�

The probability mass at the origin is the probability that the component has already

failed at a time point within the �rst �p� �� phases� The factor in the square brackets of

CDF �	� is the probability that component Cj has survived in the �rst �p��� phases� We

will use the distribution function of form �	� to represent the failure CDF of individual

components in di�erent phases�
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��� Phase manipulation

To describe the MT algorithm� we use a three component system �Figure �� as a sample

example� To show the e�ect of the PMS analysis� we will consider all the six permutations

of phases X� Y and Z� That is� the mission can go through all the three phases in any

order�

BAA B C CB C

FailureFailure Failure

A

Phase X                        Phase Y                          Phase Z       

Figure �� The failure criteria for a system with three phases

Unless otherwise speci�ed� the sequence number of a phase is represented by a lower

case letter� and the name of a phase is denoted by an upper case letter� Let Ai � � denote

the event that component A is up in phase number i� Then the Boolean expressions for

the phases with names X� Y and Z are�

PEiX � Ai �Bi � Ci�

PEiY � Ai �Bi Ci�

PEiZ � Ai Bi Ci�

Before applying any algorithm to analyze a PMS� it is generally a good practice to

simplify the con�gurations of the PMS by applying the mincut cancellation rule��
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A mincut for a phase can be cancelled from the list of mincuts for that phase

if it contains a mincut of a later phase�

The rule can be proved by applying the law of absorption� Unless otherwise stated� we

assume that we are interested in �nding the unreliability of a PMS at the end of the

mission and not at a time point before the mission completion� Table � shows the e�ect

of applying the mincut cancellation rule for a PMS with a phase sequence of X� Z and

Y � Mincut fAg is cancelled from PE�X because it contains the mincut fAg of PE�Y �

Similarly� mincut fA�B�Cg is cancelled from PE�Z �

Before Cancellation After Cancellation

PE�X � A� �B� � C� PE�X � B� � C�

PE�Z � A� B� C� PE�Z � �

PE�Y � A� � B� C� PE�Y � A� � B� C�

Table �� The e�ect of mincut cancellation

When an expression for an SDPP is simpli�ed� we need to merge di�erent combinations

of phase products� This could be a little tricky and needs special treatment� Let i and j

be two phase numbers and i � j� The reduction rules�� in Table 	 can be used to simplify

the logic expressions�

AND OR

Ai Aj � Aj Ai � Aj � Aj

Ai Aj � Ai Ai � Aj � Ai

Ai Aj � � Ai � Aj � �

Table 	� Reduction rules

Note that for i � j� two kinds of combination of phase products cannot be simpli�ed�

Event AiAj describes the fact that component A is operational until the end of Phase i
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and then fails sometime between the end of Phase i and the end of Phase j� Using CDF

�	�� it becomes AiAj � e�
Pi

m����mTm	��� e�
Pj��

n�i����nTn	e��j t�� where � � t � Tj� Event

Ai � Aj represents the fact that either component A is down at the end of Phase i or it

is still functioning at the end of Phase j� Notice that event Ai � Aj is a disjoint union�

� Algorithm

��� Sum of disjoint products and its phased�extension� sum of

disjoint phase products

The sum of disjoint products �SDP� formula is one of the techniques��
�� that is used to

compute the probability of a union of a set of events in a single phased�system� Since

this paper uses fault trees to specify the system con�gurations� we will use the mincuts

to illustrate how SDP works� Let Ei be the event that all the components in the mincut

MCi fail� In other words� the event Ei is a Boolean expression describing a single mincut

MCi� The SDP formula for calculating the unreliability of the system is�

UR�S� � Pr�
n�

i��

Ei�

� Pr�E�

�
�E�E��

�
�E� E� E��

�
� � �

�
�E� E� � � �En�� En��� ��

where n is the total number of mincuts� De�ne the constituent CS� � E� and in general�

CSi � E� E� � � �Ei�� Ei� where � � i � n� Since the constituents CSi in Equation ��

are disjoint from each other� the �nal SDP formula for calculating the unreliability of the

system is�

UR�S� �
nX

i��

Pr�CSi�� ���

The crux of the SDP formula is to obtain the disjoint constituent CSi� for i � �� Sev�

eral algorithms have been published for this calculation� A survey that compares these

algorithms can be found in ref� ���
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To calculate the unreliability of a PMS� we extend the sum of disjoint products formula

into the sum of disjoint phase products �SDPP� formula� Let PEi be the event that a

PMS is down in Phase i� The SDPP formula for calculating the unreliability of the PMS

is�

UR�PMS� � Pr�

p�

i��

PEi� ���

� Pr�PE�

�
�PE�PE��

�
�PE� PE� PE��

�
� � �

�
�PE� PE� � � �PEp�� PEp��� ���

where p is the total number of phases for the PMS� In Equation ��� event Ei represents

one single mincut� In Equations ��� and ���� event PEi represents a set of mincuts� in

which the mincuts are generally non�disjoint� The complement of PEi is normally a set

of non�disjoint phase products as well� De�ne the phase constituent PC� � PE� and in

general� PCi � PE� PE� � � �PEi�� PEi� where � � i � p� Generally� the phase products

in each PCi are non�disjoint� If the phase products in a PCi are mutually disjoint� the

PCi is de�ned as a disjoint phase constituent� denoted by DPCi� One of the challenges

in using the SDPP formula is to change the PCi into DPCi� In the following sections� we

will explain in detail how this problem is solved in the ST and MT algorithms� Once the

DPCi are found� the �nal SDPP formula for calculating the unreliability of the PMS is�

UR�PMS� �

pX

i��

Pr�DPCi�� ���

In ST��� the unreliability of a PMS is given by

UR�PMS� � Pr�CFC� �

p��X

i��

Pr�PFCi�� ���

where CFC � PEp and is referred as the Common Failure Combinations �CFC�� PFCi �

PEi PEi�� � � �PE�p��	 PEp� and is referred as a Phase Failure Combination �PFC��

Proposition ��� The ST algorithm� based on Equation ��� is the right to left �RL�

SDPP� evaluation of the SDPP formula ����
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Proof� Straightforward by comparing Equations ��� and ����

In MT� we use the SDPP formula as the core of the algorithm� In addition� the SDPP

is evaluated from left to right �LR�SDPP�� as it is conventionally done in evaluating SDP�

Furthermore� we use mincut cancellation in MT while this was not done in ST�

In the following sections� we describe the main operations that are used in the ST

and MT algorithms� We �rst present the ST algorithm in Section �	� Then we show

the MT algorithm and its improvements over the ST algorithm in Section �� In Sec�

tion ��� an example is given which illustrates the improvements in MT by using a detailed

comparative listing of the steps in applying MT and ST�

��� The ST algorithm

In the ST algorithm �Figure 	�� the mincuts of each phase are �rst found in Step �

by applying one of the mincut generation algorithms����� Since PEp is a union of the

mincuts for the last phase� the SDP for CFC is calculated by calling routine find SDP

which applies one of the SDP generation algorithms������ The subscript p in PEp at Step

	 is used for the convenience of identi�cation� No phase numbers have been added to

the expression yet� In Step � routine add phase numbers includes the phase information

to the SDP of CFC� In Step �� the probability for CFC is calculated by using the

distribution functions with mass at origin� which is discussed in Section 	��� In Step

�� each PFCi is found and the system unreliability is updated� Figure  shows routine

find PFC� which is used to generate an SDPP for PFCi � PEi PEi�� � � �PE�p��	 PEp�

where � � i � p�

In routine find PFC� the complement of PEj is obtained through routine inverse

and is assigned to Gj� In routine multiply PFC �Figure ��� list l is �rst initialized to

be empty� In Steps 	 and � the �rst phase products of PFCi and Gj are assigned to

u and v respectively� Routine multiply combines one phase product of PFCi and one
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�� find mincuts�PMS� �
�� CFC � find SDP �PEp��
�� add phase numbers�CFC��
	� UR�PMS� � Pr
CFC��
�� for i � �� �� � � � � p� � do

f
PFCi � find PFC�i��
UR�PMS�   � Pr
PFCi��

g

Figure 	� Main program for ST

phase product of Gj into a new phase product tmp� The reduction rules as shown in

Table 	 are applied for the combination� Since the phase products in PFCi and Gj are

generally not disjoint� we need to check if the newly generated phase product tmp is a

subset or a superset of one of the phase products in the list l� This is done by calling

routine compare� Three scenarios might happen�

�� If tmp is a subset� then nothing is done for l in the routine sort and insert�

	� If tmp is a superset� then the phased products which are subsets of tmp are elimi�

nated from l� And routine sort and insert adds tmp in l to its proper place� The

size of a phase product is de�ned as its cardinality� Notice that the phase prod�

ucts in l are sorted �through routine sort and insert� according to the increasing

cardinality of the phase products� This is done to make routine find SDPP �used

in routine find PFC� more e�cient� Similar implementations of compare and

sort and insert in SDP algorithms have been reported in ref� ��� 	� and 		�

� If tmp is neither a subset nor a superset� routine sort and insert adds tmp in l

according to tmp�s cardinality�

In multiply PFC� since the phase products in PFCi and Gj are generally not dis�

joint� the resulting phase products for multiply PFC are normally not disjoint as well�

�	



�� PFCi � PEi�
�� add phase numbers�PFCi��
�� for j � �i ��� �i ��� � � � � p do

f
Gj � inverse�PEj��
add phase numbers�Gj��
PFCi � multiply PFC�PFCi� Gj��

g
	� PFCi�find SDPP �PFCi��
�� return�PFCi��

Figure � Routine find PFC�i�

This is the reason why routine find SDPP is needed in routine find PFC� Routine

find SDPP applies formula ��� to get an SDPP for PFCi� Notice that when using the

SDPP formula ��� for routine find SDPP � event PEi is no longer the set of mincuts for

Phase i� Instead� it represents a single phase product in PFCi� Again the procedures

compare and sort and insert are needed in find SDPP �

��� The MT algorithm

From the analysis in the above section� it is seen that the complexities of the ST

algorithm arise mainly from three routines� find SDPP � compare and the sorting process

in sort and insert� In the MT algorithm �Figure ��� two major steps are taken to improve

the computational e�ciency�

First� the logic expressions for a PMS are simpli�ed by applying the mincut cancel�

lation rule �Step 	 in Figure ���

Second� by using routine find SDP in Steps � and  in find DPC �Figure ���

which is the counterpart of find PFC in the MT algorithm� the phased products

generated in the early stage of the SDPP computation are guaranteed to be dis�
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�� l � ��
�� u � PFCi � head�
�� v � Gj � head�
	� while u �� NIL do

f
while v �� NIL do
f

tmp � multiply�u� v��
compare�l� tmp��
sort and insert�l� tmp��
v � v � next�

g
u � u� next�

g
�� return�l��

Figure �� Routine multiply PFC�PFCi� Gj�

joint� Consequently� the routines find SDPP � compare and the sorting process in

sort and insert are no longer necessary in the MT algorithm�

Because of the above modi�cations� the MT algorithm is computationally more e�cient

than the ST algorithm�

In MT� Steps  and � are similar to the Steps 	�� in the ST �Figure 	�� The only

di�erence is that routine add phase numbers does not need to be applied to PE�� This is

�� find mincuts�PMS��
�� mincut cancellation�PMS��
�� DPC� � find SDP �PE���
	� UR�PMS� � Pr
DPC���
�� for i � �� � � � � p do

f
DPCi � find DPC�i��
UR�PMS�   � Pr
DPCi��

g

Figure �� Main program for MT
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�� DPCi � find SDP �PEi��
�� add phase numbers�DPCi��
�� for j � �� �� � � � � i� � do

f
Gj � inverse�PEj��
Gj � find SDP �Gj��
add phase numbers�Gj��
DPCi � multiply DPC�DPCi� Gj��

g
	� return�DPCi��

Figure �� Routine find DPC�i�

because PE� describes the failure combinations for Phase �� no previous phase information

is needed for the evaluation of Pr�DPC��� Routine find DPC �Figure �� is used to

generate an SDPP for DPCi � PE� PE� � � �PEi�� PEi� where � � i � p� In the �rst

for loop in routine find DPC� after routine find SDP is called� each of the operands

DPCi and G� is an SDP� With the phase information being added by calling the routine

add phase numbers� each of the operands DPCi and G� turns out to be an SDPP� By

applying the reduction rules in Table 	� routine multiply DPC �Figure �� combines two

SDPP into a single SDPP � Because the product of two disjoint products is always

disjoint� after the �rst for loop in routine find DPC� DPCi is an SDPP � Then DPCi

is recursively updated by the multiplication of two SDPP� thus after Step � DPCi is

already an SDPP � This implies that routine find SDPP � which is used in find PFC�

is no longer needed in find DPC� As will be shown in Section ��� this would greatly

improve the e�ciency of the calculation by reducing the number of intermediate phase

products�

Comparing routines multiply PFC and multiply DPC� we can �nd two major im�

provements in multiply DPC�

�� Due to the find SDP routine in find DPC� the operands DPCi and Gj are always
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�� l � ��
�� u � DPCi � head�
�� v � Gj � head�
	� while u �� NIL do

f
while v �� NIL do
f

tmp � multiply�u� v��
insert�l� tmp��
v � Gj � next�

g
u � DPCi � next�

g
�� return�l��

Figure �� Routine multiply DPC�DPCi� Gj�

disjoint with each other in routine multiply DPC� As a result� the newly generated

phase product tmp is always disjoint from any phase product in the list l� Thus�

routine compare in multiply PFC is no longer necessary in multiply DPC�

	� Because routine find SDPP is not needed in find DPC� the sorting process in

sort and insert is no longer necessary formultiply DPC� Thus routine sort and insert

is replaced by a simple routine insert� where tmp is just added at the end of list

l� With respect to cardinality� the list l in multiply DPC is a random set of the

phased products� rather than a sorted one in routine multiply PFC� However� this

would not make any di�erence for the �nal calculation of Pr�DPCi��

The above two changes� which are made possible by applying an SDP generation algorithm

in the earlier stage �Steps � and  in routine find DPC� of the SDPP formula� greatly

improve the e�ciency of routine multiply DPC�

As we mentioned earlier in Section �	� in an SDP generation algorithm� there are also

routines for the compare and sort mechanisms� However� these are used only for a single

phased�system� which is more e�cient than for multi�phase systems� The strategy we
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use here is to compare and sort in an earlier stage where only a single phase is involved�

In ST� this is done in a later and more complex stage� i�e�� after the phase products are

entangled with information from multiple phases� The e�ect of these two approaches can

be shown in the following example�

��� Example �� an illustration

In this example� we apply the MT algorithm to �nd the unreliability of a PMS with

con�gurations shown in Figure �� The permutation of X� Y and Z is considered� A

detailed comparison between the ST and the MT is also shown here� Only the logical

expressions are given in this section� The �nal numerical results are given in Sections �

and ��

Using the MT algorithm�

DPC� � PE�X

�after the mincut cancellation�

� B� � C�

�after calling an SDP generation algorithm�

� B� �B�C��

DPC� � PE�X PE�Y

� �B� � C���A� �B� C��

�before applying multiply DPC in find DPC�	��

� B�C��A� � A�B� C��

�after the for loop in find DPC�	��

� A� B� C� � A� B�B� C� C��

��



DPC� � PE�X PE�Y PE�Z

� �B� � C�� �A� �B� C�� A� B� C�

�before applying multiply DPC in find DPC�� when j � ��

� B�C��A� �B� C�� A� B� C�

�after the �rst for loop in find DPC���

� A� B� B� C�C� �A� �B� C��

�before applying multiply DPC in find DPC�� when j � 	�

� A� B� B� C�C� �A�B� � A�B�C��

�after the second for loop in find DPC���

� A�A�B�B�C�C� � A�A�B�B�C�C��

The �nal total number of disjoint phase products �DPP� for the MT algorithm is ��

Using the ST algorithm�

CFC � PE�Z

� A� B� C��

PFC� � PE�X PE�Y PE�Z

�no mincut cancellation is applied in ST�

� �A� �B� � C�� �A� �B� C�� A� B� C�

�before applying multiply PFC in find PFC��� when j � 	�

� �A� �B� � C�� �A�B� � A�C��A� B� C�

�after the �rst for loop in find PFC����

� �A�B�C� � A�B�C�� A� B� C�

�before applying multiply PFC in find PFC��� when j � �

� �A�B�C� � A�B�C�� �A� �B� � C��

��



�after the second for loop in find PFC����

� A�B�C� � A�B�C� � A�B�C� � A�B�C�

�now start the routine find SDPP �PFC���

� A� B� C� � �A� B� C� � A� B�C� � A�B�C�� �A� �B� � C��

�after routines compare and sort and insert �

� A� B� C� � A�B�C� � A�B�C� � A�A�B�C�

� A� B� C� � A�B�C� � �A�B�C� � A�A�B�C���A� �B� � C��

�after routines compare and sort and insert �

� A� B� C� � A�B�C� � A�A� B�C� � A�A�B�C��A� � A� �B� � C��

�after routines compare and sort and insert� now PFC� is disjoint �

� A� B� C� � A�B�C� � A�A� B�C� � A�A�B�C��

PFC� � PE�Y PE�Z

� �A� �B� C�� A� B� C�

�before applying multiply PFC in find PFC�	� when j � �

� �A� �B� C���A� �B� � C��

�after the for loop in find PFC�	��

� A� B� � A� C� � A� B� C�

�now start the routine find SDPP �PFC���

� A� B� � �A� C� � A� B� C���A� �B��

�after routines compare and sort and insert �

� A� B� � A�B� C� � A� B� C��A� �B� � C��

�after routines compare and sort and insert� now PFC� is disjoint �

� A� B� � A�B� C� � A� B� C��

��



The �nal total number of DPP for the ST algorithm is �� Comparing the two algo�

rithms� we notice that the �nal total number of DPP for the MT algorithm is less than

that of ST algorithm� More importantly� however� MT generates fewer intermediate phase

products than ST� This is due to the embedded mincut cancellation rule and the SDP

generation algorithm in the early stage of the SDPP computation�

� Transient analysis

In the previous section� we have shown how the MT algorithm computes the unreliability

of a PMS at the end of the whole mission� In other words� UR�PMS� �
Pp

i�� Pr�DPCi�

gives us the unreliability of the system at time point t� where t �
Pp

i�� Ti� Sometimes� we

might be interested in getting the unreliability information at any time point between the

mission start time and the mission end time� Among these time points� special attention

needs to be given to a certain time points� mission phase change times �MPCT�� At the

transition point between two phases� the unreliability of the PMS may rise suddenly� This

would happen if more stringent criteria apply to the next phase than to the current phase�

This is de�ned as the latent failure�
�� because the system would fail instantly at MPCT�

For example� when an aircraft is �ying� it does not matter whether the landing gear is

operational or not� However� as soon as the landing phase begins� if the landing gear has

failed in an earlier phase� the system fails immediately�

Suppose that before an MPCT� the system is in Phase i� and after it� the system is in

Phase i��� We assume that the transition time from one phase to another is so negligible

that it is taken to be zero� If we wish to compute the unreliability of the system at MPCT�

then the index of the last phase for evaluation� denoted by pe� is i��� The evaluation time

�te� for Phase pe is �� That is� it is the failure criteria in the later phase that account for

the possible latent failure� not the duration of the later phase� In addition� for transient

analysis of a PMS� the mincut cancellation applies only up to the �rst pe phases�
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As an example� consider a PMS �Figure �� with permutation Y� X and Z� If the phase

durations are given as TY � TX and TZ � then the time points t� � TY and t� � TY � TX

are MPCT for the PMS� In the following we demonstrate how the unreliabilities of the

PMS at MPCT are computed�

At t�� the index of the last phase for evaluation is 	� UR�PMS�t� �
P�

i�� Pr�DPCi��

where

DPC� � PE�Y

�due to the mincut cancellation rule�

� ��

DPC� � PE�Y PE�X

� � � �A� �B� � C��

� A� � A�B� � A� B� C��

UR�PMS�t� � Pr�DPC��

� Pr�A�� � Pr�A�B�� � Pr�A�B�C��

� Pr�A�� � Pr�A�B�� � Pr�A�B�C��� since te � �� ���

At t�� the index of the last phase for evaluation is � after applying mincut cancellation�

DPC� � �� DPC� � A� � A�B� � A�B�C� and DPC� � A�A�B�B�C�C�� Because the

evaluation time for Phase  is zero� Pr�DPC�� � �� Thus

UR�PMS�t� � Pr�DPC��

� Pr�A�� � Pr�A�B�� � Pr�A�B�C��� ����

Comparing Equations ��� and ����� we notice that the Boolean expressions for DPC� are

the same at both time points t� and t�� However� since the phase durations for the two
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Time �hrs� system UR ����� system UR ����� UR jump �����

�� PMSY XZ 	��������� PMSY ���������� ��������

	� PMSY XZ ����	���� PMSY X ����	���� �

Table � The e�ect of latent failure at MPCT

cases are di�erent� the �nal numerical values for Pr�DPC�� are not the same�

Using the above analysis� we obtained the unreliabilities at MPCT for PMSY XZ � In

Table � the unreliabilities at the end of a single and double phased�systems are also

presented� From these� we can �nd the possible unreliability jump due to the latent

failure� If the failure criteria in a later phase are more relaxed� then at MPCT� no latent

failure would occur� This is true when the PMSY XZ transfers from the second phase X

to the third phase Z� There is no unreliability jump at MPCT t�� All the phase durations

in the table are �� hours and the failure rate for each component is �������hr�

If the evaluation time � is between two MPCT � i�e�� MPCTi � � � MPCTi��� where

MPCTi �
Pi

m�� Tm and � � i � p� then the index of the last phase �denoted by pe�

for evaluation is i � �� The evaluation time �te� for that phase is �� �MPCTi�� The

unreliability of the PMS at � is evaluated according to UR�PMS�� �
Ppe

i�� Pr�DPCi��

where Tpe � te�

� The SHARPE implementation

The MT algorithm has been implemented in SHARPE��� a software package that analyzes

stochastic models� SHARPE was developed for modeling complex real�time systems� It

has been used in over 		� academic institutions and industry laboratories� The package

provides a speci�cation language and a wide variety of algorithms for analyzing reliability�

availability� performance and performability models� In this section� we present a particu�

lar example which shows how to use SHARPE for end�of�mission and transient analysis of

the PMS as shown in Figure �� All the examples mentioned in this paper can be handled

		



� format � �	 c z ������ �� phase�� Y time�T y�
� �� T x �� �� end
� ftree X �� T y �� ��
	 basic a exp�a x� �� T z �� �� pms ZYX
� basic b exp�b x� �� end �� phase�� Z time�T z�
� basic c exp�c x� �� �� phase�� Y time�T y�
� or top a b c 	� pms XYZ �� phase�� X time�T x�
� end 	� phase�� X time�T x� �	 end
� 	� phase�� Y time�T y� ��
�� ftree Y 	� phase�� Z time�T z� �� pms YX
�� basic a exp�a y� 		 end �� phase�� Y time�T y�
�� basic b exp�b y� 	� �� phase�� X time�T x�
�� basic c exp�c y� 	� pms XZY �� end
�	 and BC b c 	� phase�� X time�T x� ��
�� or top BC a 	� phase�� Z time�T z� �� expr tvalue���� YXZ�
�� end 	� phase�� Y time�T y� ��
�� �� end �� expr tvalue���� Y�
�� ftree Z �� �	
�� basic a exp�a z� �� pms YXZ �� expr tvalue���� YXZ�
�� basic b exp�b z� �� phase�� Y time�T y� ��
�� basic c exp�c z� �	 phase�� X time�T x� �� expr tvalue���� YX�
�� and ABC a b c �� phase�� Z time�T z� ��
�� end �� end �� loop t� �� ��� �
�	 �� �� expr tvalue�t� XYZ�
�� bind �� pms YZX �� expr tvalue�t� XZY�
�� a x ������ �� phase�� Y time�T y� �� expr tvalue�t� YXZ�
�� a y ������ �� phase�� Z time�T z� �� expr tvalue�t� YZX�
�� a z ������ �� phase�� X time�T x� �	 expr tvalue�t� ZXY�
�� b x ������ �� end �� expr tvalue�t� ZYX�
�� b y ������ �� �� end
�� b z ������ �	 pms ZXY ��
�� c x ������ �� phase�� Z time�T z� �� end
�� c y ������ �� phase�� X time�T x�

Figure �� A SHARPE input �le for PMS analysis

	



by SHARPE� and all the numerical results presented in this paper were calculated by

SHARPE�

Figure � presents a SHARPE input �le for end�of�mission and transient analysis of the

PMS as shown in Figure �� Line numbers are included only for the sake of explanation�

Line � speci�es the number of digits to be printed in the results after the decimal point� On

lines  through 	� the con�gurations for di�erent phases are described by fault trees� In

line � the de�nition of event A starts with the keyword basic because the event appears

only once in the fault tree� Otherwise� the event would be speci�ed by the keyword

repeat� An example with repeated �shared� event will be presented in the next section�

The exponential time to failure distribution is assigned to event A through the built�in

function exp in line � The failure rate is a x� Line � is a structure�de�ning line� de�ning

the OR gate combining the events A� B and C� The gate is de�ned by using the keyword

or� followed by the name of the gate �top� and the inputs �a� b and c� to the gate�

Lines 	� through � assign the failure rates for the components and the phase dura�

tions� In this example� all the phase durations are �� hours and the failure rates are of

the same value� �������hr� Thus the input data do not skew results in any direction as

all the components are similar and the phase durations are the same� The results are only

a�ected by the sequence of the phases and the phase con�gurations� Lines �� through

�� de�ne the six permutations of the three phases� In line ��� the de�nition of the �rst

phase starts with the keyword phase��� followed by the name of the fault tree �X� for the

�rst phase� The time duration for the �rst phase is assigned as T x by using the keyword

time� Line �� through �� de�ne a two phased system which will be used to check if an

unreliability jump would occur at MPCT� The unreliabilities at time points �� and 	�

are evaluated for PMSY XZ � the fault tree Y and PMSY X from line �� to line ��� The

transient analysis of the six permutations is obtained from line �� to line ���

From Figure �� it can be noticed that SHARPE supports the reusability�� of the phase

speci�cation� For example� Phase Y is speci�ed for once� but it can be used in di�erent
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value���� YXZ�� �������	��e��� � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
value���� Y�� �����	����e��� t����������

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � tvalue�t� XYZ�� ����������e���
value���� YXZ�� ����������e��� tvalue�t� XZY�� 	����	����e���

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � tvalue�t� YXZ�� ���������	e���
value���� YX�� ����������e��� tvalue�t� YZX�� ����������e���

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � tvalue�t� ZXY�� ������	���e���
� � � tvalue�t� ZYX�� ����������e���

Figure �� Part of the SHARPE output for Figure �

PMS� More importantly� the SHARPE implementation of the MT algorithm reuses the

GKG VT algorithm�� as the SDP generation algorithm� The GKG VT algorithm was

implemented in SHARPE in ����� Since then� it has been used successfully for the SDP

generation� There are several advantages��
�� to reuse software components in the software

systems� Two related ones are listed below�

� Fewer errors will occur by reusing the already tested and used software components

than developing new code from scratch� Consequently� by reusing the software

components� the development and maintenance costs can be reduced� and the overall

software reliability is enhanced�

� If components with sophisticated� e�cient algorithms can be reused �in this case� the

GKG VT algorithm�� the overall software product �in this case� the MT algorithm�

will be more e�cient� This is shown in Section �

Part of the output �le for Figure � is shown in Figure �� The transient results are shown

in Figure ��� From Figure ��� we can see how the unreliability of the system is a�ected

by the sequence of di�erent phases� Unreliability jumps are observed at MPCT for all but

one permutation �PMSXY Z�� Low unreliabilities in earlier phases are not predictive of

low unreliabilities in later phases� For PMSY ZX and PMSZYX � the systems experience

high unreliability jumps once they enter Phase � This is due to the stringent success
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criteria in Phase X� Armed with the transient analysis of PMS� the system designer can

gain insights among alternative designs and select the best available scheme to enhance

the robustness of the PMS�
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Figure ��� The unreliability values for the six permutations

� Experimental results

In this section� we �rst describe � more examples that are used to test the MT algorithm�

Then the execution times are given for the examples presented in this paper�

��� More examples to illustrate MT

Example 	� A PMS with shared components in some phases

In Figure ��� component B is shared by two AND gates in phase R� In the SHARPE

input �le �which is not shown in this paper�� the keyword repeat instead of basic is used
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A CB

B

CA A B C

Failure Failure Failure

 Phase R  Phase S  Phase T

Figure ��� A PMS with shared components in Phase R

to indicate that event B appears more than once in the fault tree but represents only one

physical component�

Example � A PMS with dormant components in some phases

B C

Failure Failure

A

CB

 Phase X                         Phase Y 

Figure �	� A PMS where component A is dormant in Phase X

In this example� we show how the MT algorithm handles the PMS with dormant

components in some phases� Suppose that we have a simple two phased mission system

as shown in Figure �	� The phase sequence is assumed to be XY � Component A is

dormant in Phase � �named as X�� In KITT���� which is a computer program using the

combinatorial approach for the PMS analysis� when a component is dormant in a phase�
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it is handled as a hot spare� That is� under the constant failure rate assumption� the

component failure rates are assumed to be the same� whether the component is dormant

or not� In a real system� the failure rate of a dormant component is generally much less

than the failure rate of the component when it is active� It is a well accepted practice

to approximate the failure rate of a dormant component to be zero� Therefore� we think

it is more appropriate to consider a dormant component in a phase as a cold spare�

Consequently� the default failure rate of a dormant component is assumed to be zero in

the MT algorithm� In addition� in our approach� it is also possible to assign a non�zero

failure rate to a cold spare�

Now� consider another two phased mission system as shown in Figure �� whose phase

sequence is also XY � The only di�erence between the two PMS �Figures �	 and �� is

that in Figure �� component A is being used in Phase � as well� However� after applying

the mincut cancellation rule� Figure � can be represented by Figure �	� Although com�

ponent A is not physically shown in Phase X in Figure �	� when the MT algorithm uses

Figure �	 as a simpli�cation for Figure �� MT will automatically retrieve the failure rate

of component A for Phase �� instead of regarding it as �� This is achieved by maintaining

two lists for each phase in the MT algorithm� One list is to record the mincuts� The

other is the component list� For both Figures �	 and �� the mincuts for the two PMS

are the same� However� their component lists for Phase X are di�erent� Consequently�

the unreliabilities are di�erent �please refer to Table �� for the phased�mission systems in

Figures �	 and ��

Example �� The tutorial example in ref� �

Figure �� shows the PMS taken from the tutorial example in ref� �� For the two

di�erent sets of failure rates provided in ref� �� the MT algorithm obtains the same exact

solutions as in ref� ��
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Failure Failure

A

 Phase X                         

A B C B C

 Phase Y

Figure �� A PMS where all the components are active

A

B C

D

A C B D

Failure Failure

Phase X Phase Y

Figure ��� The tutorial example of ref� �

Example �� Boiling water reactor �BWR� system

In Figure ��� the emergency core cooling system �ECCS� of a BWR is considered�� A

detailed physical description of this PMS can be found in ref� �� The notations of ref� �

are simpli�ed as in Table �� The mincuts for Phase  are listed two times �before and

after the mincut cancellation� in ref� �� They are not consistent with each other and none

of them is correct� The errors and the correction are shown in the Appendix�

As mentioned in Example � in ref� �� components G and H are considered as hot

spares in Phase �� Under this assumption� MT yields the correct result for the unreliability

of the PMS� which is ��		������� ����� In ref� �� the result was calculated as ��		����
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Figure ��� Fault trees for the ECCS of a BWR

Notation

In ref� � HPCS ADS LPCI�A LPCI�B LPCI�C LPCS HX�A HX�B

In Figure �� A B C D E F G H

Table �� Notation simpli�cation

����� a smidgen lower than the correct answer� When components G and H are regarded

as cold spares in Phase �� the unreliability is calculated to be ��		����� ���� by using

the MT algorithm as implemented in SHARPE�

Example �� A distributed computer system

In Figure ��� we consider a modi�ed version of a distributed computer system modeled

in ref� �� The system consists of � types of redundancy nodes�

� Node P has triple modular redundancy �Pa� Pb and Pc�� For the PMS to function

correctly� at least two of them must be working in Phase A� This is represented by

the 	�out�of � gate�
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Figure ��� Fault trees for a distributed computer system
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Phase ��P ��Q ��M ��R Duration

� ��� �	� �� � 	

	 � �� ��� � �

 � 		� ��� � �

� � � 		 ��� �	

� The unit of the failure rates is ����
unit�time�

Table �� Input parameters for the PMS in Figure ��

� Node Q has quadruple modular redundancy �Qa� Qb� Qc and Qd�� Di�erent phase

has di�erent redundancy requirement for node Q�

� Node M has dual redundancy �Ma and Mb��

� Node R has triple modular redundancy �Ra� Rb and Rc��

The input parameters for each phase are shown in Table ��

��� Execution time

In order to test the MT algorithm given in this paper� we measure the execution times

for a number of phased�mission systems� Since there is no implementation for the ST

algorithm� the execution times cannot be compared between ST and MT� However� by

including the execution times taken by MT as implemented in SHARPE� we have provided

some information for the reader to judge the e�ciency of the algorithm�

Table � presents the experimental results by running SHARPE for a number of exam�

ples presented in this paper� The clock starts to tick when the routine find mincuts is

called in Figure �� The clock stops when the unreliability of the PMS at the end of the

mission is found� The results are generated by using a SUN Ultra � workstation� Unless

otherwise speci�ed� the following assumptions are made�

	



Total No� of Mincuts

PMS Before After DPP Time��s� Unreliability

Cancellation Cancellation �����

Figure � � � � 	�� ��������

Figure �� �   ���� ������	�	

Figure �	 � � � ���� 	���������

Figure � � � � ���� ��������

Figure ��� � � � 	��� �������	

Figure �� � � �� �	�� ���		����

Figure �� 	� � ��	 ����� ���	������

� The �rst set of failure rates in ref� � is used here�

Table �� Solutions of the PMS examples

� The permutation order of the PMS is the same as that shown in the related �gure�

� The failure rate of each component is constant and the value is ������ per unit time�

the time duration for each phase is constant and the value is �� time units�

� When a component is dormant in a phase� it is considered as a cold spare� i�e�� the

failure rate of the component in that phase is assumed to be zero�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we extend the sum of disjoint products formula into the sum of disjoint phase

products �SDPP� formula� An algorithm based on SDPP to analyze the unreliability of

a PMS has been developed� The algorithm yields exact results and is simple in concept

and computation� Both end�of�mission and transient analysis of a PMS can be carried

out by the algorithm� The algorithm has also been incorporated in the software package





SHARPE� With SHARPE� the complexity of the algorithm is hidden from the user� A

PMS can be described at a high level with fault trees� Then by running a SHARPE input

�le� we can analyze quantitatively the unreliabilities of the PMS�
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Appendix

The mincuts for Phase  in Figure �� are listed two times in ref� � as following� None

of them is correct�

�� fHX�A� HX�B� HX�A� LPCI�Bg� fLPCI�A� HX�B� LPCI�A� LPCI�Bg�

	� fHX�A� HX�B� LPCI�A� LPCI�Bg� fLPCI�A� HX�B� LPCI�A� LPCI�Bg�

It is easy to verify that the correct mincuts for Phase  should be�

fHX�A� HX�Bg� fHX�A� LPCI�Bg� fLPCI�A� HX�Bg� fLPCI�A� LPCI�Bg�

In the simpli�ed notation �Table ��� the mincuts are�

fG� Hg� fG� Dg� fC� Hg� fC� Dg�
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